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       (Đề thi gồm 04 trang. Thí sinh làm bài vào tờ giấy thi này và không được sử dụng  
              bất kỳ loại tài liệu nào kể cả từ điển. Giám thị không giải thích gì thêm.) 

I. Vocabulary and Grammar ( 5,5 pts) 
a. Circle the best option A, B, C or D to complete each of the following sentences.  
1. While doing a test, you should ________silent. 
A. make B. keep C. do                              D. have 
2. I ________visit my grandmother in the countryside. 
A. some time B. sometimes C. something                 D. some times 
3. Why don't you ________ with your school study? 
 A. go in                        B. go at                          C. go by                         D. go on 
4. Lan asked me not _______ anybody her secret. 
A. tell B. telling                     C. to tell                           D. told 
5. How long ago ______ here?  
A. did you come          B. you came                C. were you coming          D. would you come 
6. Do you know who _________?  
A. did she talk to         B. she talked to           C. talked to she                  D. she talked 
7. The Internet is a wonderful invention_____________ modern life. 
A. to                 B. at                    C. of                                D. on 
8. Of the two geologists, one is experienced and ___________. 
A. the other are not                                        B. the other is not   
C. another is inexperienced                             D. other lacks experience 
9. I am familiar with that product. I don't know______ times I've seen it advertised on TV.  
A. how many  B. how often C. how                          D. how much 
10. You didn’t watch the football match on TV last night , _______ ? 
A. do you  B. don’t you C. did you                        D. didn’t you 
11. I'm sure the _________in this book is quite clear to you. 
A. explanation             B. explain                  C. explaining                      D. to explain                                 
12. The doctor suggested her ________ two aspirins per day. 
A. to take  B. taking C. to be taken                   D. being taken 
13.   It is snowing. Would you like to ________on Saturday or Sunday? 
A. skiing  B. go to ski  C. go skiing                     D. go ski 
14. Ao dai _________a traditional dress in our country. 
A. be considered  B. is considering          C. has considered            D. is considered 
15. The government should do something to help ________. 
A. the poors  B. the poor ones  C. poor                             D. the poor 
16. If energy ______ inexpensive and unlimited, many things in the world would be different.  
A. is                                B. were                        C. will be                        D. would be 
17. They __________each other for ages. 

A. haven't seen  B. don't see                 C. didn't see                   D. won't see 
18. Kate congratulated ________ getting good marks in the entrance exam. 
 A. me of B. me in  C. me on                        D. me for 
19. It seemed like a good plan, but when we carried _________ , it didn’t work. 
A. out B. on  C. through                      D. over 
20. I thought I would sell my house, but _________ second thoughts I changed my mind, and 
_______ the whole I think I was wise. 
A. in - in                        B. on - on                       C. on - in                        D. in - on  
b. Give correct forms of the verbs in the brackets to complete the sentences. 
21-22. When I ________________(wake up ) last night, it _____________. (rain) 
23. I haven’t written any letters home since I ____________ (come) here.            
24. If we go on  _____________ (waste) water, there will be a shortage of fresh water in  
a few decades. 
25. I remember  _____________ (watch) this film last month.     
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26. Wait for me. I _______________ (come) in a few minutes. 

    27. They didn’t let Jason ______________ (take) pictures there.                 

28. The children were frightened because it ______________ (get) dark.   

29.  After three years living in London, I am used to ___________ (drive) on the left. 

30. Pupils are made _______________ (work) hard at school.  

31. Do you feel like __________________ (watch) TV? 

32-33. It's time you _____________  ( turn ) on the central heating. It _____________  

(get) colder. 

34-35. The teacher would rather all of you   ___________________(stop) ____________ 

( make) noise now. 

c. Give correct forms of the words in capital letters to complete the sentences.   
36. Nam didn’t go to school yesterday because of his _____________. (ILL)  

37. The Cotswold area is an excellent place for an ___________ weekend for a longer 

trip. (ENJOY)     

     38. I don’t like him because he is ________________. (TALK)   

39. If you are _________________ with your essay, I suggest that you should rewrite 

it. (SATISFY) 
40. Preserving natural resources is of great _______________. ( IMPORTANT ) 

41. The waste from this factory is really ____________________.  (POISON) 

42. He seems to be quite _________________ about the future. He looks very 

disappointed. (HOPE) 

43. I got some _________________ news this morning. (SURPRISE) 
44. Fortunately, the water in the lake near my house is ________________. 

(POLLUTE) 

45.  There is no ________________ proof that UFOs exist. (SCIENCE) 

d. Fill in each gap below with a suitable preposition to complete sentence. 
46. Who looks ___________ your baby sister when your mother goes on business?  

        – My father 

47. In my family, lighting accounts  ___________ 25 percent of the electricity bill 

every month. 

48. Remember to turn ___________ the taps before you get out of the bathroom. 

49. We are going to have a party  ___________  Christmas Eve. 
50-51. I always go to school  ___________  foot, but yesterday I went  ___________  

my father’s car. 

52. What are you doing  ___________  present? 
53. If we go ___________ wasting water, there will be a shortage of fresh water in a 

few decades. 

54. I came  ___________  my former teacher while doing shopping yesterday. 

55. Jackson can help us _____________ the decoration for Tet holiday. 

II. Reading (2,0 pts):  
a. Circle the best option A, B, C or D to fill in the blanks.  
It's sometimes said that there is (56) ______ new in the world of fashion. I met 
Annabelle yesterday. She was a well-known (57) ______ during the seventies. When 
her children were in their early teens, they enjoyed looking (58) ______ her old photo 
albums. They found it hard to believe that she (59) ______ such strange clothes. Did 
people really use to think (60) ______ trousers looked good? And those with ugly 
platform shoes.  (61) ______ , Annabelle noticed to her amusement that seventies 
(62) ______ were in fashion again. “I was planning to throw all my old clothes (63) 
_____ but my daughter went to a party last week”, she said, “and guess (64) ______   
she was wearing - that's right, some of my old clothes!” 
56. A. anything B. thing C. everything D. nothing 
57. A. writer B. model C. architect D. playwright 
58. A. at B. up C. on D. after 
59. A. was wearing B. used to wear C. has worn D. wears 
60. A. be flared B. flare C. flared D. to flare 
61. A. Therefore B. Consequently C. Moreover D. However 
62. A. styles B. forms C. uniforms D. formats 
63. A. out B. in C. away D. aside 
64. A. how B. which C. what D. that  

     b. Read the following information about different pen pals and do the tasks followed: 
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A. Mary, 24 years old, comes from Scotland and would 
like to find a pen pal who comes from East Europe. She 
likes playing the piano and listening to jazz music. She 
is interested in history but does not like discussing 
politics. 

B. Kim Lee, 19 years old, comes from Seoul, South Korea. Kim 
loves traveling and hopes to visit Great Britain in the future. He 
would like a pen pal who is interested in discussing the differences 
between life in Europe and life in Asia. He loves listening to pop 
music and playing football in his free time. 

C. Pietro, 42 years old, comes from Argentina. He is a 
businessman and would like to find a pen pal who is 
also a businessperson and lives in North America. He is 
married with three children and likes using the Internet 
in his free time. 

D. Helga, 31 years old, comes from Germany and speaks French, 
English and Russian. She would like a pen pal who is interested in 
exchanging ideas about language learning. She does not like using 
computers for learning and believes that language learning can only 
happen in a classroom. 

E. Jennifer, 18 years old, comes from New Orleans in 
the United States. She is interested in discussing the 
political differences between East Europe and North 
America. She loves riding her horse, Jackie, and 
listening to jazz music. 

F. Alessandro, 25 years old, comes from Rome. He is interested in 
finding a pen pal who speaks different languages and can exchange 
ideas on using the computer for learning purposes. He likes playing 
tennis and football in his free time. 

Which pen pal is the best for these people? Choose ONLY ONE pen pal for each person. Write the correct letter A-F 
in the blanks 
65. Petr Vladovic, 18, comes from Serbia and would like a 
pen pal who is interested in discussing the current political 
situation in the world. He likes jazz and playing tennis in his 
free time. 
The best pen pal for Petr would be ________ 
66. Tom Synder, 36, is a businessman from Toronto, 
Canada. He would like to find a pen pal from a different 
continent to discuss business practices and differences 
between his country and others. 
The best pen pal for Tom would be ________ 
67. Olga, 32, comes from Moscow, Russia. She is a historian 
and would like to find a pen pal who is interested in 
discussing the history of Russia before the communist 
regime. She is not interested in comparing different political 
systems. 
The best pen pal for Olga would be __________ 
 

68. Jack, 27, is from London. His favourite pastime is 
learning languages. He goes to evening German and French 
classes and uses his computer to improve his German and 
French by visiting Internet sites. 
The best pen pal for Jack would be __________ 
69. Stuart, 22, is from Dublin. He loves travelling and wants 
to visit Asia in the near future and would like a pen pal who 
likes playing football and who can tell him about the 
differences between life in Asia and Ireland. 
The best pen pal for Stuart would be ________ 
70. Elisabeth, 35, comes from Sydney, Australia. She likes 
learning languages, but does not like using modern 
technology. She is interested in finding a pen pal who also 
enjoys learning languages in a traditional manner. 
The best pen pal for Elisabeth would be ________ 
 

b. Read this passage carefully and then circle the best answer to each question: 
Computer programmer David Jones earns £35.000 a year designing new computer games, yet he cannot find a bank prepared to let him 
have a cheque card. Instead, he has been told to wait another two years, until he is 18. The 16 year - old works for a small firm in 
Liverpool, where the problem of most young people of his age is finding a job. David's firm releases two new games for the expanding 
home computer market each month. But David's biggest headache is what to do with his money. Despite his salary, earned by inventing 
new programs within tight schedules, with bonus payments and profit- sharing, he cannot drive a car, take out a montage, or obtain credit 
cards. He lives with his parents in their council house in Liverpool, where his father is a bus driver. His company has to pay £150 a month 
in taxi fares to get him the five miles to work and back every day because David cannot drive. 
David got his job with the Liverpool - based company four months ago, a year after leaving school with six O-levels and working for a 
time in a computer shop. "I got the job because the people who ran the firm knew I had already written some programmes", he said. "I 
suppose £ 35,000 sounds a lot but actually that's being pessimistic. I hope it will come to more than that this year". He spends some of his 
money on records and clothes, and gives his mother £20 a week. But, most of his spare time is spent working. "Unfortunately, computing 
was not part of our studies at school", he said. “But I had been studying it in books and magazines for four years in my spare time; I knew 
what I wanted to do and never considered staying on at school. Most people in this business are fairly young, anyway”. David added: "I 
would like to earn a million and I suppose early retirement is a possibility. You never know when the market might disappear". 
 
71. David Jones is ________________________. 
A. a computer shop assistant     B. a computer producer 
C. a computer programmer        D. an O-level student 
72. David's greatest problem is ________________. 
A. earning more than £35,000 a year 
B. inventing computer games 
C. spending the money he earns   
D. learning to drive 
73. He was employed by the company because_______. 
A. he had worked efficiently in a computer shop 
B. he had written some computer programs 
C. he worked very hard 
D. he had learnt to use computers at school  

74. He left school after taking O-levels because ________. 
A. he did not enjoy school 
B. he wanted to work with computers and staying at school 
did not help him 
C. he was afraid of getting too old to start computing 
D. he wanted to earn a lot of money 
75. Why does David think he might retire early?   - _____. 
A. He has to be young to write computer programs 
B. He wants to stop working when he is a millionaire  
C. He thinks computer games might not always sell so well 
D. He thinks his firm might go bankrupt 
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III. Writing ( 2,5 pts)     
a. Circle the best option A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 
 

76. The doctor advised him _________________________. 
A.   for taking more exercise to lose weight 
B.   to him that he should do more exercise to lose weight 
C.   doing more exercises to lose weight 
D.   to take more exercise if he wanted to lose his weight 
77. James _______________________________________. 
A. had to speak to his lawyer, he signed the contract. 
B. spoke to his lawyer before being signed the contract. 
C. will not sign the contract until he has spoken to his lawyer. 
D. doesn’t sign the contract till he spoke to his lawyer. 
78. All the switches _______________________________. 
A. must be turned off before we leave the workshop 
B. is to be turned off before we leave the workshop 
C. have be turned off before we leave the workshop 
D. should be turned off before leaving the workshop 

79.  “I will do the shopping today” said Ba. 
    Ba said that _________________________________. 
A. he would do the shopping that day 
B. he will do the shopping today 
C. he would do the shopping today 
D. he will do the shopping that day 
80."Do you review your lessons in the evening?" Miss 
Anderson asked Tim. 
Miss Anderson wanted to know ______________________. 
A. if Tim reviews his lessons in the evening  
B. if Tim reviewed his lessons in the evening 
C. Tim reviewed his lessons in the evening or not 
D. Tim reviews his lessons in the evening or not 
 

b. Circle the incorrect parts in the following sentences A, B, C or D and correct them. 
 Your corrections 
81. We (A) are looking (B) forward to hear (C) from you. (D) 

82. We studied (A) very hard (B) for the lesson, because (C) we passed the exam very easily. (D) 

83. Nancy asked me (A) when (B) my school (C) vacation start. (D)  

84. Jane wishes (A) you can help (B) her solve (C) this financial problem. (D) 

85. There were (A) so much (B) people trying (C) to recognize each other (D) at the anniversary. 

81. ________________ 

82. ________________ 

83. ________________ 

84. ________________ 

85. ________________ 

c. Arrange the words and phrases given in order to make meaningful sentences. 
86. We/ the/ home/ at about/ left/ 9.15 am/ go/ to/ station/ to/. / 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________.  

87. The train/ at/ Victoria/ just/ arrived/ before/ 10.45 am/ and then/ station/,/ we/ a bus/ to/ the/ caught /London Eye/. / 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

88. When/ at/ the/ London Eye/ we/ only/ ,/ we/ had to/ arrived /queue/ for/ about/ ten minutes/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

89. I /scared/ was/ about/going/ ,/ on/ the cabin/ really/ but/ I /went on/ still/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.  

90. It/ really/,/ and/ was/ love/ I /would/ to/ go on/ nice/ it /again/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

91. The wheel/ very/ slowly/ and/ it/ took/ ,/ about/ turned/ half an hour/ to go/ right/round/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

92. When/ we/ the cabin/ we/ went on/,/ came off /a/ river trip/ the Embankment/ from/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

93. We/ see/ Big Ben/boat/ and/from/ Houses of Parliament/ the/ could/the/ . / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

94. The weather/ lovely and hot/ was/ we/ a picnic/ in/ so/ had/ the park /. /  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

95. We/ a bus/ back/ to/ Victoria station/ caught/ and/ arrived/ back/ in/ Crawley/ about/ 8.00 pm/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

96. I/ felt/ it/ a long day/ walking/ but/ ,/ was/ I/ really/it/ enjoyed/. / 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
d. Rewrite  each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before it.  
    Do not alter the given words in any way. 
97.  I don’t know the girl’s name. She helped me yesterday. (who) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
98. He looks really like his father in many ways. (takes) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
99. Nobody has used these rooms for a long time. (been) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
100. “Could you please ring back in half an hour?” the receptionist said. (required) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
The end 
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